INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION & PLANNING

In-depth analytics and life sciences expertise to optimize inventory levels and define policies to sustain them through a data-driven assessment.

Medical device manufacturers must review the supply chain network whenever the business strategy changes or new markets open up, and when there’s a merger or acquisition.

TYPICAL BUSINESS CHALLENGES

- Overstocking & stockouts
- Coping with data complexity
- Combining expertise in both analytics & life sciences
- Balancing service levels & inventory cost
- Determining optimal scenario
- Implementing new inventory strategy
DHL SOLUTION
For the on-time availability of medical devices at the point of use, this service helps achieve ideal inventory levels locally, regionally, and globally. It delivers applied analytics skills, life sciences logistics consulting, advanced IT planning and optimization tools, and an implementation roadmap.

SOLVING YOUR BUSINESS CHALLENGES

- **Overstocking & stockouts** – Inventory stocking policy at item (SKU) level; inventory positioning across a network of local, regional, and global distribution centers, and forward stocking locations
- **Coping with data complexity** – Consolidate multiple data sources into a central database for the purposes of optimization; accurate network flows
- **Combining expertise in both analytics & life sciences** – DHL experts provide applied analytics skills and capabilities along with unrivalled logistics consultancy knowledge and experience specific to the medical device supply chain
- **Balancing service levels & inventory cost** – Focused on inventory carrying cost and derivation of optimal safety and cycle stock levels across multi-echelon network nod
- **Determining optimal scenario** – Evaluate best option among various network setup scenarios and inventory positioning options; also consider hard-to-quantify parameters; feasibility-impact analysis
- **Implementing new inventory strategy** – Implementation roadmap; define, manage, measure, and sustain change

SOLVING COMPLEX SUPPLY CHAIN CHALLENGES FOR MEDICAL DEVICE MANUFACTURERS

**Sample Deliverables**

- **Optimal Inventory Levels**
- **Scenario Assessment**
- **Implementation Roadmap**

**KEY BENEFITS FOR YOUR BUSINESS**

**PEACE OF MIND**
Rely on DHL’s extensive consulting and analytics expertise

**ROADMAP**
Turns analysis into real operations aligned with business priorities

**PRODUCTIVITY**
Reduced handling with same on-time availability of medical devices

**FINANCIAL**
Inventory cost optimized network with lower working capital and storage cost and reduced lost sales
Medical Devices Panel Discussion

In this panel, together with industry colleagues and customers, we explore Direct to X Distribution models, inventory management strategies, and deep dive into the LATAM Market.

Webinar: How data insights can make your healthcare supply chain smarter

Inventory Optimization, Predictive Analytics and Blockchain are 3 technologies which have immediate relevance and applicability to inventory management. Explore practical use cases in this webinar.

Case Studies

Read how DHL’s team of specialists designed an ISO 13485 certified solution with glove-to-glove delivery from GDP compliant stock locations for a multinational medical technological company.